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Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. When I got married, I tried to work with my wife. It didn't go so well. My wife had a very hard time separating work from the family, while I found it very easy. We used to fight a lot. After three months of cooperation, we decided together that it was not workign for us. We
haven't fought like that since. Years later and with children in the mix, we have learned a lot about each other. I have learned that the key to working with your spouse at work is not so different from learning to work with your spouse in a marriage. One of the most popular benefits of starting your own business is having the flexibility to
spend more time with your family. You're the boss and you can set your own hours. But some entrepreneurs want to spend even more time together – and start their own joint venture. According to the National Federation of Independent Businesses, 43 percent of small businesses are family businesses with 53 percent of managers in
these companies identifying a spouse as a family member who shares day-to-day management. With even more people choosing to go the way of the entrepreneur, we could see more and more couple-owned companies. We assume that [husband and wife-run companies] are a wonderful thing because there are a number of high-profile
couples who are still around to talk about their business and their marriage and how they make it work, said Wharton management professor Laura Huang. But in general, it may not be a good idea to go into business with your spouse. Related: The 5 Commandments to Run a Successful Business with Your Spouse/ Yours. Working with
your spouse comes with a lot of professionals. A pro is to share the same goals and values and to be able to celebrate success together. While you're celebrating - the husband actually knows what you're celebrating and why it matters. Husband-partners seem to have a deep trust and understanding of each other, personally, as well.
There is also the other side - the disadvantages. This includes dealing with the pressures of the work situation in a different way. Think about how you can bring stress home work then try not to discuss the elephant in the room. The personal and professional pressure then, sometimes gets mixed. But, what does science actually say
about working with your spouse. A five-year study of about 5,000 couples conducted by Brittany Solomon and Joshua Jackson at Washington University in St. Louis found that a spouse's personality affects your career. Their research showed that conscientious people promote success wherever they are, and in what space they live in.
Conscientiousness is characterized by a tendency to be organized and reliable. It also creates conditions that promote success in all other areas of their lives. Related: The truth about succeeding in business with your husbandFor their innate attention to detail, conscientious people notice and support spouse by helping them complete
daily household tasks. The conscientious person encourages habits like reliability, and helps others reduce their overall stress. They are more likely to promote a healthy work-life balance. Although it's a start and provides a little insight, it doesn't focus on couples working with each other in a joint business venture. Research from the
Danish Institute of Labor Economics (IZA) [I know, the acronym does not match in English] looked at this phenomenon. The institute gathered a sample of 1,069 Danish couples who had established a joint venture between 2001 and 2010.The research found that starting a business together yielded significant income gains for the couple.
Nicole Torres of the Harvard Business Review, commented on this research. Torres suggests that starting a business together is usually a healthy investment of both spouses' human capital. It has the added benefit of reducing income inequality in the household. Related: 3 Tips for running a business with your spouse without divorcing or
going brokeThis same study also found that couples who open businesses together are no more or less happy than other couples. Data were measured by the use of antidepressants or anxiety/insomnia medications. Torres continues, they are no more or less likely than their counterparts to separate, divorce, or have children. On the flip
side came a paper from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). It's conclusions were that gender inequality in the distribution of control was more likely to occur within the spousal team. According to the newspaper's authors, women have reduced the chances of being responsible if they co-found new businesses with their
husbands. Their theory comes from having to see expectations of gender-typical work. For example, men are expected to be breadwinners while women are housewife. Kathy Marshack, a clinical psychologist who studies entrepreneurial couples, added that co-enduring wives believe it's just their job to make their husbands look good. I
found that the wives were not as independent as women who were in a career separate from their husbands, Marshack said. On a test of gender role orientation, [women in separate careers] tended to score high on desirable feminine traits. While dual career wives got high on desirable feminine traits and high on desirable masculine
traits. The latter is what we tend to see with women who act as more independent professionals in the workplace. They also have more equal marriages than the korenörskapy wives. Related: Want to make more money? Marry the Right Person.Trisha Harp, founder of the Harp Family Institute (HFI), focused on the effect that
entrepreneurship has on relationships and vice versa. Our research shows that 87 percent of respondents have experienced cash flow problems at some point in time with their company, Harp told Entrepreneur. When entrepreneurs experience these flow problems, their sex life decreases. Since money and sex are two of the main
reasons for divorce, this is a little troubling, says Harp.Interesting, when the subjects were asked: Knowing what you know now about being the spouse of an entrepreneur, would you still marry your entrepreneur? Eighty percent said surprisingly, yes. Harp believes this is because despite the roller coaster ride that defines
entrepreneurship, spouses have reported a great feeling that they are on this journey together. There is a strong desire to stand it out. HFI data also shows that when couples create a common vision for their future, their satisfaction increases in all areas of life. Harp's research also discovered that:Creating shared business and family
goals lead directly to greater happiness. Positive results are actually due to sharing both the good ones bad in terms of business. Contractors must be on the same team. Showing gratitude and being loving, funny, intelligent and honest is important. Despite what science says, there is no easy answer as to whether you should work with
your spouse. Between research and from my personal experience, it can actually be a good thing. In addition to the financial benefits, it ensures that you spend time with your spouse, who you can trust most in the world. In my opinion, it's a win-win. That doesn't mean it's a walk-in-the-park. To ensure you can survive working together,
here are some of my favorite tips: Communication and listening is imperative. Divide and conquer responsibility based on your strengths. Don't talk about work 24/7. We have a rule that all work talk stays before 8 p.m. Do not include personal questions at work. Have these discussions during off-hours. Have separate workspaces so you
don't literally with each other 24/7. If you work from home, consider leaving the house twice a week and working at your local coffee shop. Shared entrepreneurial office space also works very well. Take time for your relationship, like going on a two-week vacation. Always be supportive - even during these bad times. Understand what
you're about. Entrepreneurship is difficult and is not for everyone. Make sure you understand time and financial risks. Discuss how it will affect your relationship and lifestyle. Determine and respect roles and responsibilities. Make sure you are both on the same page when it comes to all financial decisions and business goals. Here's to
figuring this out! Tetra Images/Getty Images If you are married to a workaholic, you may feel as if you are married to a cheating spouse who has replaced your intimacy with his or her work. The feeling of being alone, the number of broken promises, feelings of anger and disappointment, and a belief that you are not very important are all
equal for the spouses of cheaters and for the spouses of workaholic students. These questions, if left clean, can result in spousal dissatisfaction or even worse in fact, according to Maureen Farrel who wrote How You Married a Workaholic for Forbes in 2007, on average couples where a partner is a workaholic divorce twice as much as
the average. When a partner works excessively, he or she does not nurture the marriage. It is also unhealthy to maintain a life that is so out of balance, that can easily put you on the path to infidelity or divorce. Sometimes it takes a wake-up call as a personal or health crisis for the workaholic to snap out of this behavior. There are things
you can do that won't make you wait for this to be the driving force for change. If you find yourself frustrated with your spouse's constant obsession with work, it's important to remember that even if you disagree with his or her point of view on the matter, the situation itself puts you and your partner both under intense amounts of stress; As
a result, conversations about being a workaholic should approach gently and with compassion. As frustrating as it can be not to scold your spouse for his or her overworking tendencies, nagging won't work. Instead, share in a positive tone what your spouse has missed by working late or by bringing work home and not being present for
you and your children. In addition, you should try to stop enabling your spouse workaholic behavior—you can activate your spouse's need or desire to work by delaying family meals, keeping kids up longer, postponing activities, or spending your money on items and services (like takeout) that you could do without. Instead, consider letting
your spouse experience the consequences of working too much by serving dinner at normal time and making your spouse eat cold leftovers when he or she finally emerges, hours later, from work. If your spouse doesn't want to go out of the house with you, leave your spouse at home and take the kids to the movie, or if your spouse is too
busy to take a few days off, take a weekend trip to visit the family without your spouse—don't put your life or your children's lives on hold waiting for your spouse to make time for you. Alternatively, you can try to lure your spouse out of work mode by suggesting an activity that you can both do together. While this may be considered a bit
manipulative, providing an opportunity that your spouse will enjoy could ease tensions between you and allow for an honest discussion of the problems arising from your spouse's workaholic tendencies. Solving your marital issues involving a workaholic spouse can feel like an insurmountable task, and oftentimes it's almost impossible to
do alone. Fortunately, however, psychologists and marriage counselors are available to help convey open dialogue between you and your significant others. If your marriage is in serious trouble because your spouse is working for many hours, then marriage counseling may be an option that will help. Although you can simply get your in
for the initial therapy session, session, maybe can help him or her to understand the seriousness of the problem and the toll it has on you and your relationship personally. It is important during these sessions to discuss setting boundaries you both agree that will not only help your spouse overcome his or her workaholic behavior but help
you both communicate with each other openly and with compassion and empathy. If your spouse agrees to a day with you or even a few hours, setting limits as no cell phones at dinner can significantly reduce work-related stress during your lonely time. In any case, the first step towards overcoming marital issues related to living with a
workaholic spouse is to start a conversation, express how the behavior makes you feel, and work together toward a friendly compromise that leaves you feeling more appreciated and your spouse's need to work fulfilled. Thank you for your feedback! What are your worries? Is it valid?
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